THE VALUE OF COLLEGE‐ AND CAREER‐READY GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
A HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA IS NO LONGER ENOUGH
•

Today, nearly every good job requires some education beyond high school – such as an associates or
bachelor’s degree, certificate, license, or completion of an apprenticeship or significant on‐the‐job
training.

•

In 1950, 60% of jobs were classified as unskilled, attainable by young people with high school diplomas
or less. Today, less than 20% of jobs are considered to be unskilled. i

•

Over 80% of jobs are considered to be “high skill” or “middle skill,” requiring some education and
training beyond high school. ii

•

It is in the economic interest of the U.S.—and the states‐‐to have a well‐education population: For
every additional average year of schooling U.S. citizens complete, the GDP would increase by about
0.37 percentage points – or by 10% – over time. iii

•

It is also in the economic interest of individuals to have additional education; more education means
lower unemployment rates and higher incomes.
THE U.S. IS AT RISK OF LOSING ITS COMPETITIVE EDGE

•

While the U.S. still has one of the highest high school diploma rates for all adults among OECD
countries, our advantage begins to slip when looking at the high school diploma rates among young
adults from 25‐34. iv

•

Similarly, the U.S. has the highest percentage of citizens with a postsecondary degree (including two‐
and four‐year degrees) among 55‐64 years olds, but we sink to tenth place when comparing the
postsecondary degree rate among 25‐34 year olds. v

•

These trends suggest that while U.S. degree attainment rates are remaining stagnant, other countries
are quickly catching up and surpassing us – and unless we make a change, we will lose our competitive
edge.
FAR TOO MANY STUDENTS DROP OUT OR GRADUATE FROM HIGH SCHOOL WITHOUT THE KNOWLEDGE
AND SKILLS REQUIRED FOR SUCCESS

•

Across the nation there is an “expectations gap,” or a disconnect between what students need to know
to earn a high school diploma and what they need to know to be successful in college and careers.

•

Nearly a third of students fail to earn a high school diploma in four years, a rate that is much higher
among disadvantaged students. vi

•

Among those that do earn a high school diploma and enroll in a postsecondary institution:

•

o

Nearly one‐third require some remedial coursework (a rate than jumps to 42% for students
attending two‐year institutions), vii

o

About half of students fail to return to college for their sophomore year, viii and

o

A little over half of students go on to earn a four‐year degree within six years. ix

What is perhaps most egregious about this trend is that students all too often graduate from high
school thinking they are prepared for the next step, only to be surprised when they are placed in
remedial classes or cannot gain access to entry‐level jobs.
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•

•

By failing to adequately prepare all students, we are closing doors and limiting students post‐high
school options and opportunities
ALL STUDENTS BENEFIT FROM A COLLEGE‐ AND CAREER‐READY CURRICULUM
Requiring a college‐ and career‐ready curriculum for all will provide students with the core,
foundational knowledge and skills they need to succeed in any and all post‐high school endeavors.

•

There is no evidence that college‐ and career‐ready graduation requirements lead to higher dropout
rates. To the contrary, there is evidence that offering rigorous courses sends a signal to students that
more is expected of them, which often leads them to work harder. x

•

In fact, students that take more rigorous college‐prep courses exhibit larger learning gains over time
and are less likely to fail compared to students in low‐level courses. For example, low‐performing
students placed in college‐prep courses are half as likely to receive a D or below than students in low‐
level courses. xi

•

Rigorous course‐taking is one of the strongest indicators of postsecondary success; students who take a
more rigorous curriculum in high school are more likely to enroll in college, persist to their sophomore
year and earn a four‐year degree than those who did not complete such a curriculum. xii
A STATE EXAMPLE

•

With the majority of states’ graduation requirements set to first impact the graduating classes of 2010
or later, there are few early examples of the impact of college‐ and career‐ready graduation
requirement policies. However, Texas’ experience provides an early proof point that raising graduation
requirements to the college‐ and career‐ready level does not appear to have a negative impact on the
graduation rate.

•

The Texas Recommended High School Program (RHSP) has been available as an optional track for
students in Texas for the past decade, but it only became the default requirement for the class of 2008.
Over the past three years, the graduation rate has stayed within two percentage points (ranging from
78% to 80.4%), and over 80% of all graduates are now completing the RHSP or above. Not only are
students graduating at similar rates—they are graduating better prepared.
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